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Concerned that absent shareholders would be

of these was the South derivative action in Delaware

unfairly prejudiced, courts have been reluctant to

Chancery Court. South at 11.

dismiss with prejudice inadequately pleaded derivative actions. In a recent decision, however, Vice

None of the derivative cases had been preceded

Chancellor Travis Laster elaborated on a doctrinal

by the pre-litigation “books and records” inspection

basis for such dismissals that, in appropriate cases,

available under the Delaware Code. 8 Del. C. §220.

preserves the right of absent shareholders to pursue

Two other prospective shareholder representatives,

the same derivative claim. South v. Baker, C.A. No.

however, had initiated pre-litigation Section 220

7294-VCL (Del. Ch. Sept. 25, 2012). The South decision

inspection requests. South at 12.

should therefore make preclusive derivative pleading
dismissals more prevalent.

In South, named plaintiffs Steven and Linda South
brought a so-called Caremark claim, alleging that
the Board of Directors should have prevented the

Background
In 2011, the Hecla Mining Company experienced serious accidents at its “Lucky Friday” mine. These incidents resulted in federal safety citations and lowered
production. Thereafter, in what Vice Chancellor Laster
described as a typical “race to the courthouse,” two
federal securities and seven stockholder derivative actions were filed in several jurisdictions. One
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accidents. The Souths also pleaded “demand futility,” claiming that any demand for remedial Board
action pursuant to Rule 23.1 of the Chancery Rules
would have been futile. In re Caremark International
Inc. Derivative Litigation, 698 A.2d 959 (Del. Ch. 1996).
In order to prosecute a Caremark action, a derivative
plaintiff must plead facts indicating that the directors “knowingly caus[ed] or consciously permitt[ed]

the corporation to violate positive law, or … fail[ed] utterly to

regarding the effect of a “with-prejudice” dismissal in a

attempt to establish a reporting system or other oversight

derivative action. South at 13-14 & n.3 & 28. Courts have been

mechanism to monitor the corporation’s legal compliance.”

concerned about barring claims of absent plaintiffs—some

South at 1; accord, id. at 16 (“A Caremark claim contends that

of whom may have “carefully investigated and uncovered a

the directors set in motion or allowed a situation to develop

meritorious claim”—simply because another shareholder

and continue which exposed the corporation to enormous

hastily filed a defective complaint. Id. at 28-29. To avoid this

legal liability and that in doing so they violated a duty to

harsh result, courts have resorted to lesser remedies, such

be active monitors of corporate performance.”) To plead

as permitting the plaintiff the opportunity to replead or sim-

“demand futility,” a derivative complaint must allege specific

ply denying the offender “lead plaintiff” status. See King v.

“facts establishing a sufficient connection between the cor-

VeriFone Hldgs., Inc., 12 A.3d 1140, 1151-52 (Del. 2011). These

porate trauma and the board such that at least half of the

lesser sanctions, however, have not remedied the “recurring

directors face a substantial likelihood of personal liability.”

scenario” of plaintiffs “hurry[ing] to file a Caremark claim

Id. at 17.

after the announcement of a corporate trauma … to gain
control of (or a role in) the litigation.” South at 36.

Applying these standards, Vice Chancellor Laster held that
the Souths’ complaint did not satisfy Caremark and demand

To address this continuing problem, South, drawing on

futility requirements. South at 26. And, because the claim

recent Court of Chancery decisions, articulated a more pre-

had been brought hastily without a Section 220 request to

dictable basis for determining whether a derivative action

inspect Hecla’s books and records—a procedure recom-

dismissal should bind other shareholders. The Chancery

mended under Delaware case law—the South court, finding

Court reasoned that a dismissal should not be binding on

no mitigating circumstances, dismissed the complaint with

absent shareholders if the named derivative plaintiff has not

prejudice as to the named plaintiffs. Id. As Vice Chancellor

adequately represented them. Id. at 31-32. Vice Chancellor

Laster held, the Souths had not “provided any reason why

Laster recognized that a presumption of inadequate rep-

dismissal with prejudice would not be just under all the cir-

resentation arises where “a plaintiff files a Caremark claim

cumstances.” South at 27. If, for example, these plaintiffs

hastily and without using Section 220 [to demand corporate

had shown that it was unlikely that another plaintiff would

books and records] or otherwise conduct[ing] a meaning-

be available or if a statute of limitations bar loomed, then

ful investigation.” Under these circumstances, the named

some other remedy might have been appropriate. Id. at 28.

plaintiff presumptively “has acted disloyally to the corpo-

Dismissal with prejudice in this case, Vice Chancellor Laster

ration and served instead the interests of the law firm who

found, also “freshens the litigation environment so other

filed suit.” Id. at 33, citing Louisiana Municipal Employees

plaintiffs whose lawyers … conducted a pre-suit investiga-

Retirement System v. Pyott, 46 A.3d 313, 335-36. If not rebut-

tion might feel that they could now lead the case.” Id. at 28,

ted, the South court concluded, that presumption requires

quoting King v. VeriFone Hldgs., Inc., 994 A.2d 354, 355 (Del.

that a named plaintiff’s inadequately pled Caremark claim

Ch. 2010). These rulings brought into sharp focus the issue

be dismissed with prejudice only with regard to that particu-

of whether other shareholders—including those already

lar shareholder.

before other courts—should be barred from prosecuting
Vice Chancellor Laster applied this presumption to the

their own derivative claims.

Souths because their Caremark action was filed hastily
where “there was no reason to rush.” As the South court held,

A Clearer Standard for Determining the
Scope of Dismissals with Prejudice

“a deliberate and thorough pre-suit investigation, rather than
haste, was required to further the interests of the corporation.” Id. at 38. Vice Chancellor Laster found it critical that

As Vice Chancellor Laster noted, there have been “good

“had the Souths used Section 220 [to inspect Hecla’s books

faith disagreements” among Delaware and other courts

or records] before filing, then they could have evaluated
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meaningfully whether it made sense to attempt to displace

This requirement will reduce the number of derivative

the Board’s statutory authority to address the fallout from

actions whose only purpose is to seek “lead counsel” pri-

the Lucky Friday mining incidents. If the books and records

ority in the “race to the courthouse” following a corporate

showed that the Board was not disabled, then the Souths

trauma of one sort or another.

and their counsel, considering the matter as self-appointed
fiduciaries for the corporation, could have declined to sue.”

Third, by requiring the plaintiffs’ bar generally to proceed
only with investigated and more substantial Caremark

Concluding that “[r]ather than acting in the best interests

claims, any resulting complaint will necessarily be subject to

of the corporation, the Souths filed hastily because doing

increased scrutiny on a motion to dismiss. Plaintiffs should

so served the interests of their attorneys,” Vice Chancellor

not be able to claim, as they do now, that a relaxed pleading

Laster held that they had acted disloyally and thus had inad-

standard is required in the absence of discovery.

equately represented their fellow shareholders. Accordingly,
the court found that the dismissal with prejudice should

Finally, Vice Chancellor Laster’s analysis of a Caremark

not have a preclusive effect on the ability of “more dili-

plaintiff’s (and his or her lawyers’) fiduciary duties seems to

gent stockholders” to file a derivative action. Id. at 40. Vice

impose new obligations on derivative plaintiffs:

Chancellor Laster reasoned “that if a different stockholder
carefully investigated the events at [issue], uncovered a

Caremark claims are difficult to plead and harder

meritorious claim, and wished to pursue it, the potential

to prove. Equally important, because the claims

combination of a broad preclusion rule together with all-too-

are premised on corporate liability, pursuing a

predictable results of the [plaintiffs’] litigation strategy could

Caremark claim during the pendency of the under-

bar the diligent stockholder from suing.” Id. at 29.

lying litigation or governmental investigation may
well compromise the corporation’s position on the
merits, thereby causing or exacerbating precisely

Conclusion

the harm that the Caremark plaintiff ostensibly
seeks to remedy. A well-motivated derivative plain-

In terms of its immediate impact, the South decision could

tiff, generally concerned about the corporation’s

be viewed as a setback for corporate defendants faced with

best interests, will consider these factors and act

inadequately pleaded Caremark derivative claims. Although

carefully, not precipitously.

the Souths’ claim was dismissed with prejudice, the six other
Hecla derivative actions were permitted to proceed.

South at 38. This newly identified factor may itself be a new
ground for dismissing Caremark claims.

On the other hand, there are several reasons why Vice
Chancellor Laster’s opinion may have a tranquilizing effect

In short, while the immediate result of South was to permit the

on the filing and prosecution of Caremark claims. First, by

other Hecla derivative actions to proceed, Vice Chancellor

reducing the uncertainty surrounding this issue, South will

Laster may have promoted a more important goal—the long-

encourage more dismissals with prejudice of inadequately

term reduction of unsupported derivative claims.

pled Caremark claims. In and of itself, that should, in Vice
Chancellor Laster’s words, “distill from the [multiclaim, multijurisdictional] chaos some degree of procedural order.”
South at 12.
Second, in order to avoid dismissal of their own actions,
well-advised Caremark plaintiffs will no longer file suit
absent a prior Section 220 books and records investigation.
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